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Innovative integrated
strategies for the healing
of age-related hearing loss

www.targear.eu

TARGEAR networking
About TARGEAR

Developing a stronger biomedical
research in ARHL
Academia and industrial researchers are working hand in hand in TARGEAR to
better understand the aetiology of age-related hearing loss (ARHL) and find
therapies which combine pharmaceuticals and hearing devices.

Project aims

According to the World Health Organisation,
deafness is a chronic condition affecting
more than 360 million people worldwide.
Age-related hearing loss (ARHL), also known
as presbycusis, is the second most common
cause of disability in elderly. TARGEAR project will develop a stronger biomedical research in hearing loss for a better future for
people with impaired hearing. It also provides an important educational dimension by
promoting the training of early-stage-researchers in the field of ARHL, by inspiring
young students and by constant communication with social stakeholders.
TARGEAR is a Marie Curie Industry- Academia
Partnerships and Pathways action supported
by the FP7-PEOPLE program (2014-2017).

Our partners

The TARGEAR project is comprised of experienced research groups in complementary
fields ranging from molecular to clinical
aspects of ARHL. UNIFI, BIOMED and CSIC, in
collaboration with La Paz Hospital and CIBERER,
are focused on the study of cellular and animal
models for hearing loss and on developing
bench to bedside strategies. AFFICHEM is developing drug candidates to prevent or recover from auditory neuronal degeneration.
MED-EL was a pioneer in the field of hearing
implant systems in 1977, when they developed
the world’s first micro-electronic multichannel
CI. Today, the company continues to set new
standards in the development of innovative
hearing implant solutions.
Know more

Contact us

IIB “Alberto Sols”, CSIC-UAM
Arturo Duperier 4, 28029 Madrid (Spain)
contact@targear.eu

Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) - PEOPLE Industry-Academia
Partnerships and Pathways (IAPP) - Marie Curie Actions.
Call: FP7-PEOPLE-2013-IAPP.

We recommend
Action on Hearing Loss
actiononhearingloss.org.uk

European Patients‘ Academy
on Therapeutic Innovation
patientsacademy.eu

Hearring

www.hearring.com

Hello Brain

www.hellobrain.eu

We Connect Now

weconnectnow.wordpress.com

Follow us
targear.eu
Targear.project
@Targear
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Forthcoming activities

3rd Executive
Committee Meeting

CSIC Training Program

Madrid (Spain), June-July 2015.
For network members and secondees.
At the IdiPAZ Hospital, the IIB ‘Alberto
Sols’ (CSIC-UAM) and ITEFI (Institute for
Physical and Information Technologies).

Prague (Czech Rep.), May 11, 2015
The Meeting took place at the Institute of
Experimental Medicine AS CR, and it was organized by Prof. J. Syka’s team (BIOMED).

4th Executive Meeting

Florence (Italy), September 11, 2015.
Organised by Prof. P. Bruni (UNIFI).

17th International Neuroscience
Winter Conference

Inner Ear Biology 52nd Workshop

Sölden (Austria), April 7-11, 2015

Innsbruck (Austria), May 2016.
Organised by MED-EL.

This conference has been established as a
high-quality meeting on contemporary neuroscience in the past years. In its 17th edition, 150 participants, among them a large
number of recognized scientists, shared the
opportunity to meet colleagues in a relaxed
and cosy atmosphere. TARGEAR sponsored a
Special Interest Session on ‘Hearing function
and disfunction in man and experimental animals’, chaired by Prof. J. Syka (BIOMED). Prof.
Isabel Varela-Nieto (CSIC) gave the conference
‘Age-related hearing loss: Apoptosis, autophagy

Workshop ‘Effective
Translation of Research Results
to the Clinical Practice’

Upcoming
outreach activities
and senescence: The role of IGF-1’ and Prof.
Syka offered the lecture ‘Changes in the structure and function of the central auditory system with aging’.

Training School
in Auditory
Neuroscience
Prague (Czech Rep.), May 12-13, 2015
The Training School was organized by
BIOMED and the Institute of Experimental
Medicine, Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, as part of the training activities of the EU project TARGEAR and in
cooperation with the EU project TINNET.
The event focused on the presentation of
several methods used for auditory research

Rome (Italy), September 12-15, 2015.

European Researcher’s Night

Madrid (Spain) and Toulouse (France),
September 25, 2015.
A Europe-wide public event dedicated
to popular science. More than 30
countries and over 300 cities are involved. This year, Prof. Isabel VarelaNieto (CSIC) will organise the conference and workshop ‘The human
genome through time: in search of
the DNA of Miguel de Cervantes’ in
Madrid, and Prof. Michaël Paillasse
(AFFICHEM) will share his experience
with the attendants at the Researcher’s
Night in Toulouse.

Madrid’s Science Week
in experimental animals as well as in humans. The programe consisted of theoretical lectures followed by practical
demonstrations. The Training was organized
for members of the TINNET and the TARGEAR
Projects, especially newly recruited fellows.
All together, 16 participants were registered.

Madrid (Spain), November 2015.
Science Week in Madrid is one of Europe’s most important scientific events.
It actually takes place over two weeks,
and will include over 500 activities.
TARGEAR will collaborate in an openday and a round table at the Institute
for Biomedical Research ‘Alberto Sols’,
organised by CSIC-CIBERER.
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Biographical sketches

Dr. Jan Hüsers
Experienced researcher recruited at MED-EL
The electrophysiological properties of perception are a fascinating field that has been
the central theme of my work ever since my
bachelor thesis. The emergence of cochlear
implants (CI) has been a great success in
treating patients suffering from sensorineural hearing loss, who could not benefit from
classical hearing aids. CIs rely on functional
auditory nerve fibers and an intact vestibularcochlear nerve. Neural hearing loss is a condition when either of these requirements are

Read more

lacking. Today auditory brainstem implants
(ABI) are the only option available to restore
hearing sensations in patients suffering from
neural hearing loss. The condition is hallmarked by the inability of signals from the
inner ear to reach the auditory cortex and can
be caused by different pathologies. The goal
of my work is to assess electrophysiological
intraoperative measurements to develop relevant criteria whether a patient will benefit
from a CI or ABI as optimal hearing treatment.

Prof. Sabina Brennan (Trinity College Dublin)
Member of TARGEAR’s Executive Advisory Board
As Co-Director, Sabina Brennan drives the NEIL
Research Programme and the development
and evaluation of interventions. She is also
Director of the NEIL Memory Research Unit,
which she established in collaboration with
Professor Robertson and Professor Lawlor in
2011. Her current research interests are in understanding differential decline in cognitive
ageing, the early detection of cognitive decline,
and the development of interventions to prevent decline. Sabina is passionate about engaging adults in an educational preventative

Read more

context and is frequently invited to speak on
brain health and related issues. Prof. Brennan
recently coordinated ASAPS, a project funded
under the European Commission’s FP7 Programme, which aimed to raise awareness of
the benefits of European cognitive ageing research and promote active and healthy ageing.
The main output from this project was a European-wide, multi-lingual, multi-platform
brain health awareness campaign comprised
of a series of films, an app and print materials
together with a website...

Publications
With their unique mixes of varied contributions from Original Research to Review
Articles, Frontiers Research Topics unify the
most influential researchers, the latest key
findings and historical advances in a hot research area. Prof. Isabel Varela-Nieto (CSIC)
has coordinated a Research Topic on ‘Aging,
neurogenesis and neuroinflammation in hearing
loss and protection’. 12 articles were published

with the collaboration of 47 authors, including members of AFFICHEM, BIOMED and
UNIFI. To develop innovative medical strategies against hearing loss, it is critical to understand the causes of age-related hearing
loss (ARHL) and the essential pathways
responsible for the manifestation of this
complex disease. In this Topic, Experts discuss the stages and molecular elements of

Research Topic
the damage and repair processes involved in
ARHL, from cellular processes involved in
ageing like senescence and autophagy, to
molecules essential for hearing as IGF-1
and neurotrophins.

